
MEMORANDUM OF A VIDEO CONFERENCE MEETING ABOUT PROPOSED REPLACEMENT OF THE SEDER 

ROAD CULVERT BETWEEN HYMANY DAM AND HYMANY PARK 

30 June 2010 @ 18h00 – duration 30 minutes (Video meeting due to COVID-19 pandemic) 

This meeting was electronically recorded 

 

Persons Present: 

Rod Rankine  Civil Engineer & RRVA Chairperson 

Sameera Ismail  Environmentalist Envirolution Consulting 

Gengan Govender Consulting Engineer 

Beveley Wewejee Ward Councillor for RRVA operating area south of greenbelt 

 

• JRA had approved the replacement of the existing 5-pipe culvert.  The Medlar culvert had already been 

approved.  The appointed consulting engineers for the Medlar and Seder structures (which are almost 

identical in design) were not from the same firm. 

 

• Nobody present at the meeting could give any indication of the start date or duration of this project or 

whether it would be constructed before or after the Medlar culvert.  This was in the hands of the JRA.  

BW stated that the costs of this project had not been included in any budget that she had been privy to.  

She said there was “no line item in the current budget” for such a repair/replacement.  All present 

seemed reasonably confident that this project was unlikely to commence in 2020 given the COVID-19 

pandemic and current budgets.  RR requested a further meeting (probably in early 2020) and specifically 

requested a representative of the JRA with knowledge of these projects should be in attendance at this 

meeting. 

 

• RR expressed two concerns.  Firstly, that in 19 years, he had never witnessed an overtopping of this 

structure and that, if funds were limited, it would be prudent to fix erosion/scour which was 

undermining both this culvert as well as its twin on Medlar plus the side channel spillway on Hymany 

Dam and the concrete canal lining upstream of the Randpark Drive culvert – rather than spend all this 

money on one structure but ignore the others.  GG responded that extensive hydraulic calculations had 

been carried out and that these demonstrated inadequate hydraulic capacity.  Therefore, replacement, 

rather than repair, was necessary.  He further stated that a past director of RRVA had given him a copy 

of video footage of the structure overtopping and that this was in his company’s possession.  Secondly, if 

Hymany Dam (upstream of the Seder culvert) were to breach, it could wash away (or inflict serious 

damage to) the Seder culvert.  Therefore, it would be prudent to repair the side channel spillway on 

Hymany Dam BEFORE replacing the Seder culvert.  BW indicated that she thought both structures should 

be repaired simultaneously and undertook to lobby for this. 

 

• RR enquired about plans for road closure to facilitate this construction project and asked about the 

expected duration as well as whether they envisaged a single lane closure (half-width closure) with a 

stop/go patrol or full-road closure.  RR emphasised that this road was one of only two escape 

routes/entrances to much of our suburb and that it already was congested during peak hour – 

particularly morning rush hour/s with residents using it to access Beyers Naude and the N1 Western 

Bypass.  GG responded that they had envisaged a full-road closure for a limited time – he estimated 

about a month.  He made the point that much of this contract (at the start and the end) could be 

executed with no road closure whatsoever – but that only when existing pipes are removed and 

replaced in the middle of the project would closure be necessary.  He conceded that it would be possible 

(although less convenient) to effect a single lane closure with stop/go patrol. 


